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Feedback: focusing attention on engagement
Margaret Price*, Karen Handley and Jill Millar

Business School, Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK

Within many higher education systems there is a search for means to increase levels of student satisfaction with assessment feedback. This article suggests that the search is under way in the wrong place by concentrating on feedback as a product rather than looking more widely to feedback as a long-term dialogic process in which all parties are engaged. A three-year study, focusing on engaging students with assessment feedback, is presented and analysed using an analytical model of stages of engagement. The analysis suggests that a more holistic, socially-embedded conceptualisation of feedback and engagement is needed. This conceptualisation is likely to encourage tutors to support students in more productive ways, which enable students to use feedback to develop their learning, rather than respond mechanistically to the tutors’ ‘instruction’.
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Introduction
‘Feedback’ is firmly embedded in the educational process. Whether seen as external feedback given by tutors making a judgement on students’ work, or as internal feedback generated by students as they reflect on their work in relation to a performance goal, feedback is considered essential to the process of learning. As Laurillard (1993, 61) has said, ‘action without feedback is completely unproductive for the learner’. Yet there is a widespread belief that many students are disengaged from the feedback process, thereby limiting their learning opportunities. For example, although we know from the literature that students want feedback and appreciate good feedback (Higgins, Hartley, and Skelton 2002; Hyland 2000; O’Donovan, Price, and Rust 2001), there is also evidence that student experiences of external feedback are varied and all too often rather negative. In the UK, a feature of the National Student Survey, since it began five years ago, has been that students are less satisfied with their assessment feedback than with other aspects of their higher education experience. Furthermore, academic staff have found that ‘it is not inevitable that students will read and pay attention to feedback even when that feedback is lovingly crafted and provided promptly’ (Gibbs and Simpson 2004, 20).

This situation is unproductive for both students and staff, and suggests that the potential for feedback to enhance student learning is considerably underdeveloped. In addition, within the resource-constrained environment of higher education, the wasted effort of staff preparing feedback that is not read, let alone reflected upon, should not continue. There is a danger of merely trying to respond to student dissatisfaction with
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more of the same, but this is likely to exacerbate rather than address the problem. Therefore, a new perspective on the feedback process, focused on the process of engagement rather than the technicalities of feedback, needs to be explored.

This article first acknowledges the complex nature of feedback, treating it as an aspect of the social practice of learning. In our analysis we explore the factors which influence the ways in which students engage with (or disengage from) feedback, and put forward a simple model of the engagement process. Grounded in prior research, the article presents and draws on empirical data from a three-year study on engaging students with assessment feedback, which aimed to critically review the engagement process.

### The nature of feedback

Although a commonly-used word, feedback does not have sufficient clarity of meaning either in pedagogic literature or practice. Hattie and Timperley suggest that it is useful to consider a continuum between instruction and feedback, with the points towards the centre where ‘feedback and instruction become intertwined’ (2007, 82). Feedback provided at different points on the continuum is likely to serve different purposes. For example, its purpose may only be for correction of errors or, much more broadly, concerned with developing new ways of knowing (Lea and Street 1998). Although not mutually exclusive, these differing purposes are likely to result in feedback that plays very different roles at different points in students’ intellectual development, and in the context of different disciplinary epistemologies. Much assessment feedback in higher education has far greater ambitions than correcting errors, seeking instead to guide and develop student learning through identifying a gap between performance and the expected standard (Sadler 1989), and seeking to enhance students’ self-evaluative capabilities.

When feedback aims to correct or benchmark work, or to diagnose problems, it is concerned with the work already carried out. However, when feedback is used to address future development (‘feedforward’) it has a relevance beyond the immediate context, and indicates an often-neglected temporal dimension. This temporal dimension is significant to the learning being undertaken. While some feedback can be applied quickly and directly to the next assignment, much of the learning and development in higher education is focused on slowly-learnt aspects of course outcomes, such as epistemological understanding, academic literacy (Lea and Street 1998) and mastery of threshold concepts (Meyer and Land 2005), requiring a process of practice, feedback and more practice repeated over time. The user of such longitudinal feedback must engage with their feedback in a way that allows them to integrate it into their learning process.

Whatever its purpose, feedback is a response to students’ work and is almost always given with an expectation of a response from the student, whether in terms of, for example, increased motivation to learn, greater understanding of the topic, greater academic literacy or greater pedagogic literacy, in the sense of being conversant with the role of feedback in developing an understanding of the subject and the characteristics of high-quality work, leading to improvements in learning and future performance (see also Huber and Hutchings 2005). Students’ responses are ideally exhibited in subsequent work and thereby feedback becomes a two-way process, a dialogue (Carless 2006; Hyatt 2005), in which information is exchanged, interpreted and transformed. Feedback is not simply a unidirectional transmission of knowledge. Rather,
both the construction of feedback comments and their reconstruction by feedback recipients are influenced by the interaction between staff and students, as well as the feedback environment, where there is likely to be a certain amount of ‘noise’ (quality systems, resource constraints, etc.) that will cloud the intended meaning of the message (Higgins, Hartley, and Skelton 2001). For example, a tutor who, in line with good practice, seeks to be developmental and encourage the student to be questioning and enter into dialogue (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick 2006; Rust, Price, and O’Donovan 2003; Sadler 1989), could, unwittingly, employ language and tone that undermines that purpose, such as using the imperative, which invokes the idea of truth, rather than encouraging exploration and dialogue (Hyatt 2005). In addition, the sender carries, and may subliminally convey in the communication, particular views of the learning process, whilst on the other hand the receiver’s past experience will colour their interpretation of the message being given.

Confusion over expectations of what feedback can achieve, and the difficulties associated with establishing a dialogue between staff and students, should not be underestimated. Inevitably, these will impact on the extent of engagement with feedback that can be achieved. It is unlikely that, without a clear and shared understanding of the nature of feedback by all parties involved, feedback can be improved.

The nature of engagement and the feedback process

Engagement with feedback, like feedback itself, is conceptually different when seen as either a product or a process. Viewed as a product there is little interest in the response to it, perhaps only an expectation of ‘passive’ engagement (in the sense of listening but not thinking), invoking at best a behavioural response rather than a cognitive one. Within the cognitivist literature, engagement is acknowledged to be multifaceted (Bryson and Hand 2007; Chickering and Gamson 1987), and Fredericks, Blumenfeld, and Paris suggest that ‘engagement is a meta construct’ (2004, 60), with all components (cognitive, emotional and behavioural) encountered simultaneously. Moving beyond feedback as a product to a recognition of feedback as a social practice, McFadden and Munns assert that ‘student engagement is a process rather than a product’ (2002, 362), and one which is strongly influenced by relationships between students and teachers. If we build upon this perspective, then we see that feedback itself plays a role in determining that relationship, and thereby engagement, as it not only carries content, but also relational information about the person giving it and the context in which the giver and receiver is situated. On a very basic level, whether the feedback is legible/audible or clearly stated can give an indication of the importance accorded to the process by the teacher.

From our perspective, the relationship between staff and student is underpinned by the broader learning context. As McInnis (2005) points out, a sharing of values and approaches to learning between staff and student is a key to good engagement. Therefore, the extent to which students are involved in the learning community should be an indicator and an enabler of engagement (O’Donovan, Price, and Rust 2008). In line with this, Hyatt (2005) emphasises the need to encourage dialogue through feedback, with a view to supporting induction into an academic discourse community. If feedback is part of a dialogue, the issues of the medium and timing of feedback are also relevant, and often raised in relation to engagement. Feedback may be oral, visual, written or kinaesthetic (referring to ‘body awareness’; see Gardner 1993), with formal feedback mainly in written form. Written feedback is often seen as unidirectional and
limited in its scope to communicate meaningful knowledge (Price and O’Donovan 2007), limiting the scope for dialogue, which may make engagement difficult. Similarly, delays in the return of student work and feedback is a common cause of complaint because, as Gibbs and Simpson (2004,18) point out, engagement will be greater if ‘it is received by the students while it still matters to them and in time for them to pay attention to further learning or receive further assistance’.

Bryson and Hand (2007) identify student expectations and perceptions as critical to engagement. As already explained, feedback plays multiple purposes, therefore it follows that these could lead to a multiplicity of expectations among both staff and students of what feedback can and will provide. Student expectations are likely to be determined by their own goals, which ‘provide a framework for interpreting and responding to events that occur’ (Yorke 2003, 488), so expectations of feedback will differ according to their goals, be they performance enhancement or satisficing.

Within a social constructive perspective, identity is both shaped by and shapes engagement with feedback. Identity thus influences students’ readiness to engage, and this will be particularly relevant for feedback which has the capacity to challenge or reinforce notions of identity. Feedback that is likely to reinforce positive perceptions of self is far more likely to engage the receiver, and both Hattie and Timperley (2007) and McInnis (2005) point to the importance of positive student identities to promote engagement. However, the negative effect of feedback itself can impact on self-efficacy (Wotjas 1998), and therefore potentially discourages future engagement. Relationships and membership of community provide feelings of belonging that enhance engagement (McInnis 2005; O’Donovan, Price, and Rust 2008) and reciprocity and due consideration of student effort and time have also been highlighted as important (Blair 2006). For this reason, staff attitude and perception of their role in the learning process is also a key factor in student engagement, as well as the extent to which trust relations are established (Bryson and Hand 2007).

Variations in the extent or level of student engagement must also be given consideration and raise questions about what is sufficient to constitute engagement. Interpretations of engagement mean that some would deem a learner to be engaged if they listen/read feedback attentively, while others would seek other evidence of engagement, such as asking questions or providing confirmation of understanding. Efforts to measure the broader nature of educational engagement using student questionnaires (e.g. National Survey of Student Engagement 2009) have tended to focus on student reports of their behaviours in class, and their ‘mental’ activities such as analysis. As Hand and Bryson (2008) have argued, this particular interpretation of engagement may capture some of its manifestations, ‘but does not offer much clarity in really explaining how the student experiences education and the consequences of those experiences’ (4). This means that engagement has an element of ‘invisibility’, in as much as we cannot see it happening, and the critical point of engagement is difficult to determine.

As with all aspects of learning, feedback, although apparently a simple idea, is deceptive in its complexity, and engagement with feedback, it seems, adds a further layer to that complexity. So for feedback to be effective not only must the content and processes be appropriate, but the conditions for engagement must be supported. The work of Chinn and Brewer (1993) complements the notion of feedback as a social practice, since it reframes ‘engagement’ as a process in which students have choices of action. A processual conception of engagement is helpful in an educational context, because it allows questions to be asked about the points at which academics can
influence students’ choices, and how they can best do that. Building on their work, we propose a model of student engagement with feedback showing the stages in the process to leading to a considered response (see Figure 1). Each stage does not necessarily play a role of equal importance in engagement, but as a precursor to the next stage of the process it is essential. The extent of progress through the process provides some indication of the extent of student engagement.

For simplicity, Figure 1 depicts only the student’s immediate experience and responses. What is not shown (but is critically important) is the socio-cultural context which creates the conditions for interactions and relationships, which together influence the nature of the student experience. A student’s cognitive response, for example, may be influenced by their confidence and trust in the tutor (which will have developed over time and as a result of multiple interactions), as well as by specific interventions such as a dialogue between student and tutor regarding an item of feedback.

Ideally, students will fully engage with feedback and follow the complete process but it is possible that engagement may be suspended at any stage. Full engagement is dependent on achieving the right balance of multiple factors. That balance is hard to find, and consequently it may be easy to minimise engagement or even prompt disengagement with a combination of the wrong factors. Engagement with feedback in higher education urgently needs to be improved so the points of weakness and potential interventions can be identified.

The study and research method
To investigate how to engage students more effectively with assessment feedback, the study sought to explore the stages of the engagement process and, drawing primarily on socio-constructivist perspectives on feedback, as exemplified in the work of Rust, O’Donovan, and Price (2005), identify factors (for example, behavioural, cognitive and socio-cultural) that promote or prevent engagement. Implicit in this approach are some key assumptions:

- first, that staff and students are active participants in an interactive feedback process which supports students in seeking to construct meanings based upon their own experience and beliefs, formulate their own learning goals, and engage in actions to achieve those goals in a continuous reflexive process (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick 2006);
second, that feedback is not simply a matter of linear communication, but involves complex ‘issues of emotion, identity, power, authority, subjectivity and discourse’ (Higgins, Hartley, and Skelton 2001, 272); and

finally, that assessment and feedback are culturally and contextually situated. For instance, they operate within institutions constituted in – as well as being sites of – discourse and power (Lea and Street 1998).

Bringing together these conceptual ideas, a central theme which informed both the research design and analysis was the premise that student engagement with assessment feedback is not a student responsibility alone. Nor is student engagement simply a function of psychological factors, such as self-motivation and time spent on extracurricular activities. Instead, engagement is part of (and influenced by) a wider process involving others inside and/or outside a community of practice. These assumptions were reflected in the project research questions:

- How do staff perceive, use and deliver feedback?
- How do students perceive and use feedback?
- How do staff–student relationships affect the way feedback operates?

To explore these research questions, four strands of work were identified and conducted in three business schools in UK universities (two post-1992 universities and a pre-1992 university). Whilst there were some differences in mission and culture between these institutions, the focus on one subject area provided strong commonality. The data did not reveal significant differences between the institutions for any of the strands of work.

The aim of strand 1 was to get an overview of student perceptions of feedback, and identify key areas of concern. To achieve this, 776 closed-response questionnaires were collected from undergraduate students at the three partner institutions, to ascertain students' evaluations of different forms of feedback, such as individual written feedback, peer feedback and informal feedback from family and friends. Student evaluations informed the design of strand 2, in which feedback methods believed to engage students were trialled in seven case studies across the three institutions, with postgraduate and undergraduate students. The case studies investigated student and staff perceptions of peer review, feedback on drafts, self-assessment and exemplar assignments. In addition, data was obtained from documentation such as self-assessment forms, self-reflective essays, feedback pro forma forms and module evaluation forms. Analysis from strand 2 allowed for conceptual generalisations (Firestone 1993), for example, about the nature of ‘engagement’, and enabled us to deepen our investigation of the research questions. Informed by and parallel to the case studies, the third strand involved 36 semi-structured interviews with undergraduate students (16) and staff (20) across all three institutions, to investigate more deeply their own perspectives and experiences of feedback in a higher education context. Finally, during a fourth (cascade) strand of the project, strategies identified in our research as supporting feedback engagement were developed through initiatives in seven higher education institutions.

In this article, we draw mainly on the third strand of research, and particularly on the student interviews, which illuminate their hopes and concerns about feedback, and their motivations to engage with it. We refer briefly to the questionnaire data to present a broader picture of students’ ratings of different types of feedback. Our analysis of the case studies, and students’ experiences of particular feedback methods, is reported elsewhere (Handley et al. 2009).
The questionnaire data was analysed by calculating frequency statistics and cross-tabulations to establish any significant associations between student responses and the categorical variables such as gender, age and domicile. The qualitative interview data was analysed thematically to draw out patterns of experiences, using the proprietary software package NVivo. As part of our research strategy we tested our initial insights by discussing them with others inside and external to the project. In the early stages of analysis, for example, interview transcripts were discussed extensively within the extended project team in order to produce robust interpretations whilst discarding others which – on reflection – lacked empirical evidence. We also used early seminars and workshops with staff at partner institutions as opportunities to test the face validity of findings so that, if necessary, we could go back to re-analyse data. The fourth strand provided further opportunities to work with both staff and students at other higher education institutions to evaluate our research findings and recommendations.

We acknowledge that the accounts of feedback provided by staff and students represented their subjective perceptions, shaped by expectations, and framed within broader personal and cultural experiences. Whilst we cannot claim to know what interviewees ‘actually’ experienced, our interview protocol did elicit, where possible, concrete information about the feedback given and received. Our focus on engagement meant that such details were important, but not sufficient, to explain students’ evolving sense of the ‘norms’ of feedback engagement over time and across modules, and so our data collection strategy emphasised student/staff narratives rather than the specifics of each piece of feedback. This inevitably means that interviewees’ statements do not automatically translate into prescriptions for improvements; for example, the call by one student for ‘more detailed feedback’ requires interpretation, not necessarily more and more pages of (perhaps still unread) written feedback.

Engagement with feedback

The findings are presented and discussed in relation to the major factors related to the process of engagement with feedback. First, contextual information is provided in terms of a summary of the range of feedback methods used (as reported during staff interviews), and an overview of student perspectives on the effectiveness of different feedback methods (based on the questionnaire data). Perspectives on expectations, and relational and dialogic aspects of feedback are then presented, drawing on interview quotations, before the stages and context of engagement are used as a framework to analyse the factors that support or weaken engagement.

Variety of feedback methods used and experienced

Table 1 summarises the range of feedback methods used by the staff interviewed. The number of methods used exceeds the staff total because staff used more than one feedback method.

Across all three business schools there was a consistent reliance on written assessment feedback. At the same time more innovative feedback methods were also attempted, but were not always well received. One member of staff, for instance, described how ‘despondent’ he was that students neither attended timetabled feedback sessions nor collected any additional feedback that he provided. The variety of innovative methods used is an indicator of staff concern to provide effective, engaging and developmental feedback, but may also reveal that staff sometimes take an
individualistic approach to feedback. As the experience of the tutor quoted suggests, there were indications that the heterogeneity of methods caused bewilderment among some students, who were unclear about how to respond to feedback in different forms:

> It [feedback] is sometimes different because one module I did last semester … things [were] different and he [the tutor] just wrote on a blank paper like this and he just wrote this is good, you can do this … that is it. There was no structure, what he expected as in you are getting marks for this, for the introduction or the layout or what have you. (Student interviewee)

Sadler points out that students generally have no control over the patterns of feedback that they receive, and that there may be long term-exposure to defective patterns of formative assessment. The socialisation of students into having to accept a wide variety of practices and teacher dispositions (1998) may lead them to be, at best, sceptical if not dismissive of the benefits available from the feedback process. As the student quoted above commented: ‘Whatever I get [in terms of marks and feedback] I get; that’s why I don’t question it no more. Because no one will listen to me’.

Within the different feedback methods used there was variety in the styles and extent of feedback provided. One member of staff whom we interviewed asked students regularly to identify areas on which they would like feedback, and also talked of ‘writing pages and pages … all over [the script and feedback form]’. However, some staff were cautious about giving too much feedback, for fear that you almost ‘write the next piece of work for them’.

In line with previous studies (for example, Parikh, McReelis, and Hodges 2001), questionnaire data revealed a preference among students for personalised feedback from their tutor. Least valued was feedback not originating from the tutor, or ‘general feedback to all students on the module’.

**Expectations of what feedback is for and can achieve**

Unsurprisingly, there was a spectrum of views of the purposes of feedback among the student and staff groups. A majority of staff (16) highlighted the developmental

---

**Table 1. Feedback methods used by the 20 interviewed staff at the three partner institutions, X, Y, Z.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Written (Personalised)</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Oral</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tick box form</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Peer (non-formative)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments form/page</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Discussion sessions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Staged</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments on script</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Formative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments by email</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Face-to-face on collection</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Exemplar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Face-to-face by appointment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Written exercise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format not known</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Feedback seminar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Revision sessions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid highlighting grade</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Individual timetabled</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Written exercise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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purpose of feedback, and in addition several (6) recognised feedback as having a
benchmarking role, suggesting a primary purpose as justifying grades: ‘flag up why
they got the mark’; ‘to cover my back’ from students and moderators. ‘Efficient’,
tick box methods, could mean that students saw feedback as a ‘yardstick of perfor-
mance’. Often a conflation of formative and summative assessment created confusion,
among both tutors and students, about the purpose of feedback. The overall emphasis
on the summative aspects of assessment became the focus, and negated the formative
aspect: as one tutor commented, in face-to-face feedback discussions, ‘you are almost
getting into a sort of a mini dispute … I had a student the other day to whom I’d given
63% on a project, and they said I think I ought to have got 68%’. However, some staff
still expected feedback ‘to move students in the right direction’, to help students to
‘leapfrog to the next level’ and be a ‘catalyst’ which drives learning.

Despite the belief that students are generally only interested in the grade, few
students saw their grade as simply synonymous with feedback (although feedback that
did not ‘correspond’ with the grade was confusing). Some saw feedback as ‘an overall
diagnosis’ and ‘giving you a push in the right direction’ rather than giving the
answers; ‘But the written [feedback] seemed too general for me to improve my perfor-
mance’. Very often the students’ focus was on the next piece of work – ‘Something
that helps you do better in the next piece of work’ – and they expressed wishes for
more specific/less generalised feedback. ‘I find that some teachers – it seems like they
have read the work thoroughly and that they said OK you’ve said this but you didn’t
expand on this particular point, they actually put the specific point down so you actu-
ally know, rather than it being very general feedback’.

The mismatch between student and staff views about the purpose of feedback (or
between staff themselves as they assess student work) often gives rise to considerable
confusion and frustration for both groups. As one student said about written feedback
at her university, ‘you get it oh whatever, bin it, keep it whatever but you know you
are not really taking it on board because in most cases there is nothing to take on board’.

Relational dimensions

The relational dimension of feedback featured strongly as a factor in the engagement
of students; not only the relationship students had with their learning and subjects, but
also with their tutors. The relational dimension with the tutor often hinged on the
extent of reciprocity exhibited by staff: ‘It is a vital thing for lecturers actually to
acknowledge their students a lot more’; ‘I like to know what has been said about all
that effort I have spent’ on coursework. A disengaged student thought ‘they just want
to give a quick sort of thing, get it over and done’. One student compared poor expe-
riences of feedback with another when she received ‘a whole paragraph’ of feedback
on her coursework: it brought tears to her eyes to think that her tutor had taken the
time to respond carefully to her work.

Reciprocity was also measured by the clarity of the feedback. Perceived ambiguity
was seen as a result of a lack of effort of the staff’s part. Students were frustrated by
a vagueness in the content of feedback comments: ‘What does “clarify your aims and
objectives” mean?’, as well as contradictions – ‘And I said look can you explain this
for me because you haven’t explained, you’ve given me a low mark but you’ve said
I’ve done really well so that doesn’t make sense’.

Staff recognised the need for reciprocity and expressed the concern that students
disengaged if they feel that staff have not carefully read their assignments. One
interviewee had been advised to use ‘stock phrases’ (i.e. feedback comments copied from a menu of common phrases) in order to cut his marking time, but was concerned that ‘students recognise the stock phrases and feel that their work hasn’t been looked at individually’. Some staff did recognise the value of the relational dimension of feedback, acknowledging that ‘we need to build up [a good] relationship, that is something to do with respect I think’.

If students were confident of the relationship with staff, and staff encouraged them, students welcomed the opportunity to talk to staff to clarify and interpret feedback: ‘She gave me a lot of feedback on it and we had a one-to-one [discussion] … because she was so interested in the project she gave me support on it’.

Students responded to staff interest in them: ‘[I] find it easier to take things on board’. They typically felt motivated to ‘express my mind’ and ‘try my best’. However, the resource constraints that are currently a feature of many universities have translated into a widespread student perception that staff do not have time to engage with them. Students commented on their reluctance to question staff, who are ‘too busy’ and ‘always in a hurry’, with ‘other things to do’. One student talked of her reluctance to interrupt lecturers, adding that she would ‘only go to them if really desperate’. Some students described experiences that had dispelled any expectation of a relationship: ‘I knocked on the door, yeah what? I said I just need some help with my transcript, oh just email me I’m busy’.

In contrast, although slightly more students in our sample chose to speak to staff than did not, the staff believed that students did not want to take up opportunities for dialogue.

The engagement process

The findings show that many students became progressively disengaged with feedback during the course of their university programmes, as a result of repeated unsatisfactory experiences. This accords with the findings of studies showing that students are less likely to take a deep approach to learning as they progress through university (Kember 1997; Richardson and Edmunds 2007). Disengagement did not appear to be an instant response, but instead developed over time. Exploration of the engagement process reveals that each stage can trigger further engagement or disengagement. Engagement in the early, visible stages can belie the prospect of full engagement, with many students struggling to integrate their feedback with their learning. Where students become disillusioned with the usefulness of feedback for their learning, their disengagement becomes obvious in the earlier stages of the process. As Figure 2 shows, there are many points of disengagement, which are discussed next.

Collection

The stories of uncollected feedback in staff offices are firmly embedded in the higher education culture. ‘Collection’ is the most visible indicator of student intention to engage. Most of the staff confirmed failure at the first stage, with one interviewee suggesting that ‘In reality 50% will collect’, unless they took deliberate steps to deliver feedback to students. Unsurprisingly the perceived usefulness of feedback, including the opportunity to apply it, influenced student perceptions of its value, and was a strong factor in motivation to collect it.
This study confirmed previous studies (for example, Gibbs and Simpson 2004) showing that feedback provided long after the work was done was not seen as useful: ‘So by the time you get the assignment back you’ve sort of forgotten about it’. However, students emphasised the opportunity to apply the feedback as a more important factor in engagement. Some students were particularly mindful of their next assessment task and the relevance of feedback to it. Many had a strong expectation that useful feedback could be ‘easily’ applied in subsequent work: ‘Good feedback is when you point out certain things that you can improve on … turning them into a sort of action plan’. Where there was a diversity of assignment tasks in a programme this reduced the likelihood of collection, especially where students did not anticipate a similar task in the future, because of the feedback’s perceived limited utility. The modularity of courses exacerbated this problem: ‘Where you have a next module you have a similar sort of assignment, you can kind of take [feedback] to that but … when it is over it is kind of over so you can’t really you know use it again’. Similarly, because students perceived each tutor to have unique assessment preferences, feedback received from one tutor was not seen as relevant for work for another tutor. As a member of staff commented, ‘too many subjects are taught “in pigeon holes” and that feedback was equally pigeonholed’.

Some staff believed that access to marks online removed an incentive to collect feedback, which was true for those students who regarded a grade/mark as sufficient feedback. For a few students where the mark was ‘good enough’, or their self-assessment was confirmed by the mark, their motivation to collect feedback was reduced. More common, however, was a disinclination to collect resulting from previously unsatisfactory feedback experiences.

**Attention**

We know that some students pay it no attention and put the feedback in the bin, while others will read it and then put it in the bin (Gibbs and Simpson 2004). Students were
clear that illegible or mechanistic (tick box) feedback did not encourage attention, and was not kept for future use. Most students did read or listen to feedback at least once, but some never referred to it again. However, many students do give their feedback close attention and try to use it: ‘I usually file it in my folder for that module and then when I come to do any additional assignments or revision for my exams I use it as a kind of indication about how I should and shouldn’t be doing things’.

Where the feedback is usable the level of attention it commands is influenced by multiple factors, including: the perceptions of reciprocity and relational qualities discussed above; the ease with which the student could understand the feedback (for example, Higgins, Hartley, and Skelton 2001; Lea and Street 1998); the trust in, and the credibility of, the teacher; and, as already reported, the immediacy of the opportunity to apply the feedback to future work.

The attention paid by students to feedback is largely invisible to staff in the engagement process. Staff cannot easily gauge the extent of student engagement: ‘A number of students who simply look at the grade and then it goes straight into their bag’, ‘I think that some students don’t understand the role of [feedback or] anything’. Some staff did monitor engagement by trying to work closely with students and discussing their progress. In a case where staff offered students formal face-to-face feedback to supplement written feedback there was a high response from the students, and staff used it as a way to monitor student understanding.

Cognitive engagement

Where the student has paid attention to the feedback, the extent to which s/he will consider it in relation to her/his learning is the next and most critical point of engagement. It is here where the expectations and beliefs about the purpose and nature of feedback are most significant. Beyond justification of the mark, most staff tried to provide feedback addressing broader learning development. Some students worked with this type of feedback to internalise it and learn from it, but this was not a common occurrence. None of the students related this type of engagement to participation in an academic discourse or community, but they did understand the temporal dimension of feedback, understanding that feedback could have relevance in the long term. The extent to which a student has developed pedagogic literacy, and thereby understands the way they learn will impact on their ability to use feedback: ‘I learn from the mistakes that I have done … and it is beneficial for me because later when I write another assignment, already remember what I have done wrong … it stays in my mind’.

A few students understood that their feedback developed their learning beyond the next piece of work even if they were not sure how: ‘It is like I don’t really think I actually, I probably do learn from piece to piece but I don’t know that I am learning it’. Where feedback could be understood in the context of developing understanding of a subject, some students had reframed their view of how feedback worked: ‘we’re no longer being pushed by staff but pulled’. Some students were frustrated in their ability to relate feedback to the development of their learning by the type of feedback provided: ‘There is no writing, there is just a number of boxes and crosses in them … So whilst I understand it, I don’t understand it in relation to my assignment because there is no framework around it. There is nothing; no explanation’.

However, for many students, although they had engaged fully in the early stages of the engagement process, their expectations of specific directive feedback suggested
that they saw themselves as receivers of a product, rather than partners in a learning process. Being less prepared to make autonomous decisions about future work, they were less willing to engage in this cognitive stage.

The ability and willingness of students to move beyond this stance was largely dependent on the extent to which they understood the feedback and on their self-efficacy, where self-efficacy is defined as a judgement of one’s ability to attain certain goals. Students often said they needed reassurance about their understanding of the feedback, if not extra help to interpret and understand it. Even where they were confident that they had understood it, their inability to act on the feedback without further help limited its usefulness: ‘But if all they’ve said is you haven’t analysed enough that is not really learning that is just telling me I haven’t analysed’. Advice on how to improve analytical skills, for example, is often not provided.

Students in the study clearly indicated that their cognitive engagement is best supported through dialogue with staff, but there were several factors that increased or decreased the likelihood of dialogue taking place, probably the most significant being staff availability and attitude. Students identified approachability as key: ‘it’s more how confident I feel towards my relationship with the tutor … because if he is friendly and has a positive attitude … then I don’t have a problem to ask’, but it was not sufficient on its own. Many students interviewed appeared not to have the confidence to ask questions or engage in a dialogue with tutors. Even if students did approach staff, they sometimes felt rebuffed because their questions were not answered. Staff justified this with a fear that helping students too much would mean ‘doing their work for them’. What is at issue here are potentially fundamental differences in staff beliefs about their role as academics, the process of enabling student learning, and the appropriateness of certain staff/student interactions. This is often exacerbated by the conflation of formative and summative assessment. ‘Doing students’ work’ will ultimately never help the student develop self-evaluative skills, but staff comments on a draft outline may develop the student’s appreciation of what the assessment criteria really mean, and what ‘quality’ looks like. What staff feel ‘allowed’ to do behaviourally depends on what they believe they are helping their students to achieve conceptually. Fears about going ‘too far’ may be groundless, but a greater shared understanding about how far their support should go may provide reassurance. A related miscommunication was that student queries about marks were interpreted by staff as a challenge to their academic judgement, rather than what might have been a simple request for guidance about future work. These contrasting perceptions might arise because of different beliefs about students’ motives, or because students were unskilled in asking appropriate questions, and so their blunt approaches were interpreted as ‘challenging’.

Not only is this stage critical, but it is also difficult to facilitate and support. It requires clear understanding and commitment to feedback as a process, opportunities for and facilitation of dialogue, and support for the development of better pedagogic literacy and intellectual development.

**Taking action**

Action resulting from feedback cannot be the ultimate measure of engagement with feedback, because a student may have been engaged at each stage of the feedback process but, in the end, still may not act on their feedback. This, of course, is their prerogative, but the reason for the inaction is at the nub of the notion of engagement. A student can exhibit behaviours of engagement but the engagement may not be
substantive. Shute (2008) suggests that for students to take action resulting from feedback they need motive, opportunity and means. Both intrinsic or extrinsic motivations will drive engagement, albeit of a different type, and action may result, particularly if the opportunity for application is obvious. If the feedback is very specific, can be applied directly for resubmission with the likelihood of a higher mark, even the strategic student is likely to concentrate on it. However, it is often the student’s means to apply the feedback that is overlooked. Rejection of feedback advice may be due to lack of understanding, or based on identity or self-efficacy issues preventing the student taking action. Even if the student understands the gap in their knowledge or skills, they may not be able to act on the feedback without further help. In many instances feedback can only be diagnostic and not a recipe for development. However, a student who has, over time, used feedback to develop as a critical thinker may be in a position to reflect on the current feedback, critique it and reasonably decide to reject its recommendations. By justifying that decision through reasoned argument to a tutor, the student would be providing evidence of cognitive engagement. Whatever the outcome, it is the culmination of the process that then informs the next cycle of feedback.

Context of the engagement process

Many staff were disillusioned, despite often being highly committed to their students, recognising the problems of disengagement but not fully knowing how to engage students, or not having the resources to do so, being under ‘massive time pressure’. Many staff commented on the difficulties of creating engaging feedback or talking to students about their work in the time allotted to them under workload planning frameworks. One could only give ‘approximate’ feedback comments because he could only spend 20 minutes reading, assessing and feeding back on a script – otherwise he would have to ‘wave goodbye to really serious chunks of time’. A clear frustration for staff was a lack of time for dialogue exacerbated by tight timetabling of activities. Concern about the negative impact of resource constraints on student–staff engagement have been identified elsewhere (e.g. Gibbs and Simpson 2004), which suggests that it is a widespread and serious issue. Institutional or discipline-level policies were also influential in shaping the way students engaged with feedback, although sometimes with unanticipated outcomes, which in the longer term diminished their engagement. For example, directly addressing the pressure on staff time, tick box feedback sheets seemed to backfire, as some students felt that staff did not ‘care’, which led to their disengagement at an early stage of the process.

As the ‘tick box’ example suggests, institutional policies may inadvertently place obstacles to student engagement with feedback. For example, a formal policy of anonymous marking may diminish engagement with feedback, mainly by breaking the relationship between marker and learner. We echo Crook, Gross, and Dymott’s (2006) call for an awareness of tensions between the ‘tightly scripted’ (95) proceduralisation of assessment and, on the other hand, the social practice of assessment. The ostensibly ‘fairer’ policy of anonymous marking disrupts the relational dimension of assessment, which relies not only on tutors knowing the prior educational histories of their students, but also on students knowing how to interpret and evaluate feedback based on their knowledge of the tutor. These examples emphasise the need for decision making based on a holistic view of social practice.

The study also found that significant structural problems appear to compound the problems with engagement. These included the fragmentation of programmes that
lead to a student experience of discontinuity of teaching staff, affecting the relational dimension; applicability of feedback and the visibility of the learning resulting from feedback; the use of hourly-paid (contract staff) who are paid to provide written feedback but not to talk to students outside class time; workload planning models based on knowledge delivery rather than student learning.

In addition, such policies reinforce power relations between staff and students, by reducing feedback to a transmission of judgement, restricting opportunities for dialogue and debate, and subjecting students to anonymous and discontinuous scrutiny. As a result, students may chose to resist by refusing to engage with the feedback provided.

Supporting engagement

We share with Lave and Wenger the understanding that ‘learning is an integral part of generative social practice in the lived in world’ (1991, 35). As a result, feedback is seen as a social practice in which engagement is influenced by individual and contextual factors. Such an understanding informs our interpretation of the research findings. The data indicate ways in which engagement could be enhanced, using initiatives such as allowing redrafting of work following feedback or using peer review to provide feedback prior to completion of work. While these have the advantage of encouraging engagement with feedback with immediate effect, they may not serve the long-term developmental role of feedback, unless they are carefully structured and implemented within a programme of study. Therefore, each programme team needs to address feedback development and engagement in the same way as they consider other aspects of the course, such as knowledge development. Induction and orientation processes need to clarify expectations of the purpose and processes of feedback, as well as introduce types and methods of feedback to be used. Within a programme, early experiences of feedback practices that support a positive learner identity, as well as engagement and an action-based response, need to be provided. Following on from this, cognitive engagement and pedagogic literacy will be further developed with opportunities for dialogue on feedback: for example by devoting class time to discuss feedback; starting the dialogue with recorded oral feedback and inviting a response from the student; and encouraging dialogue between students through peer review. A common theme in these examples is that students need encouragement and guidance as they learn to navigate the opportunities to follow up their feedback – opportunities which at the moment may be so informal that students interpret them as being unavailable, except to the ‘desperate’ student whom they do not want to identify with.

Meeting the feedback needs of students in relation to their stage in the learning process/programme requires the effective targeting of limited resources at identified crucial ‘feedback moments’ that will have long-term effect. These would use feedback methods and processes – particularly dialogue – which support the relational dimension of feedback, and create scope for developing understanding and reworking staff–student relations. Such a structured and strategic approach should engender a higher level of engagement.

Conclusions

Responding to student dissatisfaction with feedback by providing ‘more of the same’ is extremely unlikely to increase levels of satisfaction. Although students have shown resilience in their willingness to engage despite an array of obstacles, they do eventually
reach a point of disengagement. Expectations about what feedback is for, what it can achieve and how the process works need to be addressed to enable and maintain engagement. To mirror Laurillard (1993), feedback without engagement is completely unproductive.

Effective feedback must be seen as part of an ongoing socially-embedded process rather than a one-off product; and engagement with feedback needs to be supported to reinforce that process. Initial stages of engagement in each feedback cycle appear to be mechanistic, but student participation in them is largely dependent on previous feedback experience. Consequently, stages of engagement that will give students real value from feedback need to be improved to ensure continued engagement. Further, the nature of the engagement that is fostered is critical to the type of learning that will take place. Even if we can address all students’ wishes – for clear, individualised, directly-actionable, instructive feedback – student engagement may nevertheless be short-lived or superficial unless the feedback is seen to be well integrated within broader learning processes. Providing only this type of feedback may limit student expectations of the purpose of feedback and its temporal dimension, so there is a balance to be struck between satisfying immediate wants and encouraging students to engage with their feedback to enable them to become self-regulated learners (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick 2006). Enabling students must involve dialogue to help them to understand and use complex feedback designed to support their learning, with the wider aim of developing students’ self-evaluative skills, so they can reduce their reliance on the judgement of others, as well as developing their self-regulating skills and pedagogic literacy, including an ability to seek advice and ask questions where appropriate. What is needed is a more nuanced appreciation of the aims of assessment: it is not about staff and students having to devote more of their limited time and resources to do more assessment, but instead about a stronger focus on using assessment practices to enhance engagement, and develop staff and student pedagogic literacy to increase effectiveness. Sometimes less is more.

Supportive dialogue is a key part of the social practice of assessment, and is dependent upon trust and the perception of a joint enterprise involving students and staff. Students recognise their need for dialogue to enable them to fully work with their feedback and to induct them into the disciplinary community but they are frequently frustrated by lack of opportunity and by the social structures that obstruct dialogue. The process of engagement needs staff and students to share and develop a greater understanding of the complexity of feedback processes, and of what can be expected from all parties in this process. Furthermore, institutions must recognise the importance of facets of the broad educational process and environment that support student engagement, and convey to students that they are valued.
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